Navy Youth Swim Test  Consent Form

Name: __________________________________________

Age: _____________________  Phone: __________________________

Parent/Guardian name: _______________________________________

Pis print last name 1st, then first name.

Wristband eligibility: Youth, 17 and below, who have demonstrated the necessary skills to have FULL access to the Aquatic facility, including slides, swimmer’s zone/deep end, and other recreational amenities, as determined by local MWR Aquatics program.

To receive a wristband, swimmer must demonstrate the following minimum standards:

- Swim one pool length (min. 25 yds) unassisted and without rest
- * Swimmer must use a recognizable stroke*
- Tread water for a minimum of 60 seconds
- Jump into deep end and return to surface
- Exit pool unassisted

Individual is permitted to test once per day.

Swim license is valid for ONE (1) year/Season. All swimmers must be reassessed every year/season. Lifeguards may require additional testing, if and when needed. The lifeguard has the authority to request reassessment of any child, at any time.

License is only valid at the aquatic facility in which the test was conducted.

** TO BE FILLED OUT BY MWR NAVY FITNESS AQUATICS PERSONNEL ONLY**

Staff Name: _________________________________   Title:  ____________________________

Testing Date : _______________  Expiration Date: __________ NASJRB New Orleans Pool

PASS:__________  FAIL: __________

